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Prom Night Events was First and has always been #1 
We invented the “Premium School Formal Industry” and have been creating awesome and fun formals since 1990. We have a 
100% success rate. 
 
Never Boring and Never the same formal twice 
There are tons of “cookie cutter” formal packages on the market and they all look the same. Same price, same boring DJ play-
ing his own music, same fish fingers for dinner, same same same. 
 
At Prom Night Events, we customise every formal to YOUR needs. 50 different premium venues to pick from, hundreds of 
gourmet menu items and the biggest list of optional inclusions on the planet. Why have the same formal as everyone else? 
You should customise your own glamorous and totally awesome formal using our simple “pick your stuff” system. 
 

Top questions asked by Students and Committee Organisers… 
 
Can we get venues with… 
Views? – Yep! – City & Harbour Locations? – Yep! – Sit Down or Stand Up menu options? – 
Yep! – Coloured Room Lighting? – Yep! 

 
We have over 50 venues on offer and they have the biggest range of features,         
locations, price ranges and capacities imaginable. 

 
Can we get a DJ with… 
Awesome Light Show? – Yep! – Requests beforehand? – Yep! – PA System for Speeches? –Yep! 

 
All of that is included at no extra cost with all of our packages. Our DJ’s are the best club DJ’s in the 
functions scene and they work with the crowd to take requests on the night too. 

 
Can we get Photos with… 
A choice of either a photographer or a photo booth (or even BOTH for a few   dollars more)? –
Yep! A Facebook gallery so we can download and tag everyone? – Yep!   –   A proper online 
purchasing site where we can buy prints or high-res shots? – Yep! 

 
Again – All of that is included at no extra cost with all of our packages. 
 

Can we get an online ticketing solution with… 
Floor plans and table selection? – Yep! – Food allergies section so people with special 
needs can get special meals? – Yep! – The ability to see who else has already bought tickets 
and where they’re sitting? – Yep! A customised ticket page that we can add our own logo or 
whatever artwork? – Yep! A secure log in so we can check how sales are going and track the 
numbers? – Yep! – So I don’t have to chase money or personal data? – Nop! – I don’t really 
have to do anything? – Nop! 

 
Once more – All of that is included at no extra cost with all of our packages. In fact we’re the ONLY ones doing     
anything even remotely like this. 

 
Can we add optional decorations like… 
Specialty lighting? – Yep! – Flowers? – Yep! – Balloons? – Yep! – Chair Covers & Table Linen in      
whatever colours we want? – Yep! – Candelabra? – Yep! Centrepieces? –Yep! 

 
We offer a huge range of decorating options anywhere and colours will all match up perfectly. 
 

How much will it cost per guest? 
Well that’s going to vary, depending on the options you choose and the venue you select,       
however what we can tell you is that with us it will cost you around $35-$45 per ticket LESS than 
if you planned this all yourself without our help.  

 
Get in touch and we can arrange a proper quote for you! 

Who are these guys and  
why are they different?  
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Elliot Kleiner – Director of Operations for Prom Night Events and Nationally recognised 

corporate specialist in Event Management and related Security answers the most often 

asked questions posed by schools and parents concerning formals.  

Biography for Elliot can be seen at  https://cpsiig.com.au/preferred-providers 

 

Who is Prom Night Events and how long have they been around? 

We’re the first and largest event management firm for school formals Australia-wide. We’ve been doing this exclusively for over 26 

years and we’re the national market leader. 

 

Why have we never done business with Prom Night Events before? 

Well, the chances are that you probably have but may not know it. We’ve conducted formals for over half of the registered       

secondary schools in greater Sydney. Most of them multiple years running. Not all schools knew about it.  

 

My memory of school formals from 30 years ago is a drunken free-for all. What’s changed since then? 

Quite a bit in fact. The School Formal Industry (yes industry) today turns over $3.4 Billion per annum nation-wide, and with      

several specific acts of Parliament in most states (2007 and 2012 for NSW) it is now by far the most highly regulated and most 

closely monitored sector of the Events market. The legislative compliance issues read like an encyclopaedia of rules, permits, licenses,  

restrictions and checks. Most LAWYERS would need a month of reading to get up to speed with the latest updates. It is, and has been for 

the last 25 years, our specialty, and we’re recognised as the leading   industry experts on this topic. Our procedures and methodology have 

been recognised as the best model yet written for running teen events, and we have a 100% success track record to back that up. 

 

If we work with Prom Night Events to run a school formal, does this service cost the school anything? 

No! The school pays nothing at all. In most cases, if teachers are interested in attending, we can either include some for free, or in 

larger numbers cost price, so each can afford their own tickets. 

 

How much does it cost students?  

That depends upon the selections of venue, attendance and inclusions. Every package is custom-made. The most                

agreeable numbers are that with our events, it will cost them between $35 and $45 per head less than if they organised it all 

themselves. 

 

What about deposits or Security Bonds? 

We don’t take security bonds. They’re not legal. Any venue that demands one is scamming you and there’s a chance you’ll never 

see that money again. We cover every event with $60M worth of diverse insurances instead. Where a booking deposit may be 

required (not in all cases), the school is free to pay that deposit and it’s fully refunded BEFORE the formal, so long as minimum 

ticket sales are covered. It’s our job to make all efforts to see that this is the case. We’ve never held a deposit back from a school – ever! 

Deposits, where required, are only for the booking fees for suppliers and are capped at $1000 total. If any more is required, we cover it. 

Continued on next page... 

Top questions asked by  
School Staff & Parents  
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...Continued from previous page 

 

How much work does either a staff member, or an organising committee of students, need to do to plan this event? 

If you do it on your own – surveys have shown up to 200 hours. If you let us do it for you – averages are between 5 and 10 hours 

total. This is valuable time for both staff and students, specifically approaching exam times. Our streamlined systems and full time 

staff take all of the effort out of it for you. It’s all we do all the time. 

 

Who handles collection and disbursement of ticket money? 

We do. Well, that is to say our online systems do that for you. No physical cash changes hands at any point and you need no bank 

accounts to administer any of this. All costs are covered by ticket sales. Students buy tickets online and we disburse those funds 

electronically to all the relevant suppliers on your behalf automatically. 

 

Who wears the public liability exposure? 

Great question! The answer will surprise many. If you work with us, WE take ALL public liability exposure away from you. If not, 

YOU take that liability exposure upon either the school (in the case of non-government) or on the department (in the case of 

government) – EVEN if you aren’t running the formal. That’s right! If you say NO to the formal, and it goes ahead without your knowledge (as 

in 86% of cases), the school STILL attracts a potential liability exposure automatically. This is a legal minefield and you really should take the       

assistance of professionals to navigate it. 

 

Doesn’t the school maintain a “Duty of Care”? 

No – in fact this only applies to students when in either of two cases – 1/ On school premises or 2/ Outside when on a curriculum

-based excursion with parental permission granted. School formals on licensed third-party premises are exempt from these 2 

conditions so the school has no “Duty of Care” at all. This is different from “Liability Exposure”. School staff are actually forbidden (legally) 

from conducting any form of security or control over the behaviour of students at a school formal outside the school. Those duties rest with the 

operators of the event and the venue. 

 

Doesn’t the school need to have staff present at all formals? 

No. In fact it’s not a requirement under the law at all. The venue and organisers are providing ample legal supervision to cover state 

requirements. School representatives don’t need to attend at all, however with us, they’re always welcome. 

 

Didn’t I hear something about the DET or the BOS prohibiting schools from being involved with formals? 

Well you may have heard some such chit-chat, however, it is, and always has been, a total MYTH. We can assure you, after 

lengthy discussions between our legal department and the senior most policy representatives from both authorities, that there 

NEVER has been any such directive issued by either body. In fact quite the opposite, neither one has even the legislative authority to make 

such a ruling either way. Check with your District Superintendent if you want to clarify this. The choice is purely the Principal’s in every case. 

 

What if our school has always had a policy of not supporting formals? 

That’s up to the Principal, however this is extremely outdated thinking and you are in the vast minority. Most schools recognise that 

steering the plans in the right direction and offering advice and assistance is a far more intelligent way to avoid anything going 

wrong. If you don’t support formals, it’s time to review that thinking for your own sake. The formal will happen anyway, it’s just a matter of 

what’s going to come back and bite you later. 
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The following is what’s included in ALL of our packages (as just a starter) 
 
Australia's most famous Premium 4 and 5-Star Venues 

All of our venues are internationally known brands associated with quality, luxury and elegance. All tables will be set with white 
linen, silverware, glassware, and dinnerware, all arranged in a beautiful “banquet” style. All venues are fully air-conditioned and 
have disabled access. 
 
All venues on our programme have the necessary licenses and permits to host formals. (Be aware that less than 40% of venues 
that advertise formals have the right permits) 
 

Prom Night Events guarantees complete exclusivity to all facilities including banquet staff, ballrooms, balconies or courtyards (where      
applicable), pre-formal meeting areas, etc. *Tip - When comparing us to other packages or venues, ask about this and you’ll be surprised 
how many won’t guarantee exclusive use of facilities. 

 
Multi-Course Dinner and Unlimited Soft Drinks 

All Prom Night Events menus are custom created for the teenage tastes and the formal committee decides what will be served on 
the night. All meals are 5 star dinner items that are sumptuous and delicious. A continuous flow of soft drinks is included for the 
whole duration. No limits, no time cut-offs and all popular fizzy flavours are included.  
 
All menus are prepared Nut-Free.  Of course all food intolerances are catered for on an individual basis with no additional cost.  

 
Top-Level Club DJ with Light Show 

The Prom Night Events DJ’s are all hand picked by us and have been specially trained for our events! We have the very exclusive 
list of DJ’s that only operate at the premium end of the market! They will also have a request sheet available to guests on the night 
and will also be given any requests you make via our formal planning software prior to the event!  

 
Dedicated & Exclusive On-Site Event Coordinator & Qualified MC 

After the work carried out by your organising committee for the night, you will be able to relax and enjoy yourself without having to 
worry about what’s happening at the venue. Your personal Prom Night Event Coordinator and MC will run the whole evening for 
you, manage all the team members and the order of events. If you would like to welcome guests and do speeches or awards, this 
is no trouble at all! 

 
Fully Equipped Security Team 

The Prom Night Events Security Manual has twice been introduced in State Parliament as the best model yet written for the    
running of these types of events. Our recommendations were presented to State Parliament in 2012 during the inquiry into      
proposed changes to the Liquor Act, some of which were subsequently written into state law. 

 
All of the Prom Night Security Teams are all fully licensed, fully trained and well-dressed professionals with a set of state-of-the-art digital 
equipment. The number of guards we dispatch is never based on cost, and never based on minimum legal requirements. We assess every 
venue, every school and every guest list and dispatch the correct number of guards to properly secure each formal on it’s own individual 
needs. No event ever has less than 3 guards, and depending upon the venue, may have as many as 12. 
 
Guards are hospitality trained as well as security trained, and also carry senior first aid and RSA certification. We guarantee to have at least 
one female in every security team to deal with sensitive issues.  

 
Photography Package with Web Gallery  

Our Professional Photographers are there to capture everything and everyone. They stay long enough to take artistic shots of 
guests, and the important features during the formal. All of the Prom Night Events photo galleries are processed and online for 
viewing, usually within a day or two. Gallery links are posted on the Prom Night Events website as soon as the pics are ready.  

 

Full Comprehensive Insurance Cover 
Every Prom Night Events package covers you with over $60 million worth of diverse insurance policies. The cover we provide 
means that  liability for organisers and schools is a thing of the past. There is insurance on the venue, separately on the security 
team, separately again on us and separately on our staff and suppliers. This covers things like Public Liability, Property loss & 
Damage, Personal Injury and Workcover. Our events are the most highly insured in the industry. 

 
Deposit Payments and Security Bonds (there is a real difference) 

Many of our events no longer need any up front payments at all. In the few cases where an initial booking deposit is needed for 
securing suppliers, this is payable to us at the time of signing the agreement, but is refunded in full before the formal when      
minimum tickets have sold.  

 

There is no security bond payable on our formals – EVER. Bonds are ILLEGAL! 

Prom Night Events Base Package 
Please turn to next page for Base Package cont... 
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Custom Tickets with guest names & seating allocations 
The tickets are purchased online and guests can print them at home. Each ticket has venue details, times and dates, plus each 
guest’s full name and seating allocation. The tickets are scanned and validated on entry. Tickets also come with special discounts 
and offers on things like transport, fashion and other useful things you’ll need for the night. 

 
Personal Event Coordinator on call 7 days during planning 

From the moment you book until the end of your big night, your designated Event Coordinator is on call 7 days a week to help 
with advice and information. Nobody else offers this. 

 
Allocated Seating Plan 

We create the Floor Plan for you so you know exactly where the tables will be positioned on the night. In your ticketing software, 
your guests will be able to choose where they sit within your ballroom! It’s so easy to use! Your dance floor will be the biggest 
possible size for the number of guests attending! 

 
Secure On-Line Prom Planning Software (MDP) 

Your formal planning MDP (Master Data Portal) is our cloud-based system for planning your formal. It’s in a secure environment 
within our web servers and you can log on from anywhere with an Internet connection, any time you like.  
 

All choices are made with simple mouse-clicks and there are other resources there to assist with things like running orders, menu items, 
colour schemes and music requests. You can change your selections as often as you like up until the deadline. 
 
It takes all of the hard work out of planning the event and it gives you total control over the things that will directly affect you and your guests. 
It’s simple, fun to use and your private data is secure. 

 
100% Legal Compliance with all State Laws 

Prom Night Events is at the forefront of assessing ever-changing legislation and applying changes to procedures to ensure 100%           
compliance. No other company does this for the school formal market.  
 

Prom Night Events’ harm minimisation and liability minimisation standards are as close to perfect as you could ever get on a formal, and our 
compliance and success records are by far the highest standard ever achieved. 

 
National Market Leading Experience 

We are the only company dedicated exclusively to organising High School formals. We choose to raise all of our clientele to the       
Premium end of the market, but achieve this at affordable prices through massive buying power.  
 

Our packages are the only ones that we’ve ever found advertised as “all inclusive” that actually are “all inclusive”.  

 
We’ve placed more guests into more proms than any other single company in Australian formal history. 
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Please turn to next page for Base Package cont... 



 

Quality & Value of Prom Night Inclusions 
 

Every inclusion we offer is provided either directly by us, or by 
one of our exclusive list of supply-partner companies.  
 
All Inclusions are supplied by the very best suppliers within 
their own industries. We guarantee the absolute premium 
quality for all of our Inclusions.   
 
We also pass all savings directly onto you so you will find that 
we are $35-$45 cheaper (per ticket) than anyone else in the 
market offering the same package features.  
 
Considering how much extra work is involved in doing it all 
yourself, and that you would also therefore have to manage 
all those features on the night as well, it’s just not worth the 
trouble or the money. By building all your wishes and dreams 
for the Prom into one package and letting us run it all for you, 
you’ll get a better result, cheaper and hassle-free.  
 

In addition to the already fully-loaded base packages we offer, you can also add any (or 
all) of these fantastic optional inclusions to your formal. The prices of the options range 
from $1 up to $12 per ticket but most are around $3 or $4 . These are all designed to add 
colour, fun and an extra ‘WOW’ factor to your formal and put YOUR year’s signature on it 

= Celebration Dessert Cake (your choice of Flavour & Colours) 

= Individual Cup-Cakes for everyone (your choice of Flavour & Colours) 

= “Selfy” Booth with unlimited shots printed out on the spot AND uploaded to Facebook 

= Chair Covers with Sashes in your choice of colours 

= Tablecloths, Overlays, Runners & Napkins in your choice of colours 

= Selection of Stylish Candelabra with candles for your tables 

= Auto Video Kiosk to record your own video messages for everyone to enjoy 

= Helium Balloons Floating on the ceiling with long ribbons (Some Venues Only) 

= Helium Balloon Clusters as Table Centrepieces  

= Helium Balloon Floor Clusters for entrance and / or stage areas 

= Mini Balloon Reverse Topiaries for All Tables 

= Mini Balloon Topiary Trees for All Tables 

= 3-Foot diameter helium balloons with LED lighting, glitter (or both) 

= Video Crew recording & producing DVD’s of Formal Event Highlights 

= Frozen Slushy Bar with Barman (non alcoholic - 4 flavours) 

= Big Screen Projection Package (single or twin screens) (You supply photos) 

= Close-Hand Magician / Comedian for entertainment during drinks & Dinner 

= Choice of Floral Table Centrepieces 

= Surprise Flash Mob Dancers to shock and wow your guests 

= Circular table decoration made of Ivy Vines 

= Photographic Studio with Backdrop for portrait photos 

= Fairy-Floss Bar with Friendly Server 

= Gelato Bar with Friendly Server (4 to 7 Flavours on the night, over 100 to pick from) 

= Presentation sashes for speeches and awards, all custom printed with your messages 

= Long Stemmed Rose for Every Girl 

= Glow Sticks for all guests to party with 

= Media wall with Red Carpet for awesome “Hollywood” style photos 

= Formal Etiquette Training Module - Conducted at your own school 
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Optional Inclusions 



 

Each year we receive applications from venues all over the city seeking to become a Prom Night Venue. 
 
Pretty much every Sydney venue currently offering school formals has approached us asking to join our             
programme. 
 
Very few of them meet the strict criteria we set for quality and excellence. The ones that DO NOT appear on 
our list are the rejects that have either failed to meet our high standards, OR they’ve been dropped from our 
list for failing to MAINTAIN perfect quality standards. 
 
Those (unsuccessful venues) go into the market and try to sell formal packages of their own. These packages 
do not contain the same inclusions as Prom Night packages, and the venues themselves do not represent the 
high quality we demand. We call them the “Budget” end of the market.  
 

Only a Prom Night Venue, with a Prom Night Package, can be considered “Premium”.  
 

 

The following is a list of some of the premium 4 and 5-Star venues in which you could 
hold your formal with Prom Night Events. 
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There are so many coming in each year we can’t keep printing them all but here’s a few extracts and you 
can see the rest at our web site…. 
 
“The night was a huge success and everyone had a really good time!“ Kambala Year 10 
 
“It was so much fun and ran smoother than anything our grade has ever been      involved in haha”  
Rose Bay Secondary College Year 12  
 
“Everyone enjoyed the evening, with some girls even noting they had more fun at our formal then their own one!” 
North Sydney Boys High Year 12 
 
“Everybody had an amazing and memorable night“ Georges River College Oatley Campus Year 12 
 

“Everyone had a great time, the night was a huge success. Everything went really 
well, the room looked beautiful and the DJ did a great job” Pittwater High Year 12 
 
“We all had an incredible night and we could not have done it without you!” Sefton 
High Year 10 
 
“The night was realllyyy good! The venue was nice, the staff were extremely helpful 
and everything else like the food and the DJ were great!” Randwick Boys High 

Year 12 

“Could not have been done any better! :)” Newington College Year 12 
 
“The DJ was great, the night turned out awesome and everyone had an amazing 
time.” St Spyridon College Year 12 
 
“It was awesome and you were amazing thank you for everything :)” Moorefield 
Girls High Year 12 
 
 
From School Staff 
 
“I, personally, was very impressed with the way you and your team helped our com-
mittee every step of the way and would not hesitate to recommend your company to 
others.” Tracey, Teacher – Hurlstone Agricultural College 
 
“Our experience in working with Prom Night has been entirely satisfactory from 
every possible point of view.” Roderic Kefford - Headmaster, Barker College 
Hornsby 
 
 
 
 

Check out our web site for tons more comments and  
stories from students, teachers and parents! 

 

Testimonials  
See what others thought. 
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Choosing the right venue isn’t a matter of just looking at one and deciding if it’s pretty enough. There are many    
factors that need to be considered carefully… 
 
= Guest Capacity (both minimum and maximum) 
= Location 
= Features & Amenities 
= Service Standards & Catering Quality 
= Reputation & Branding 
= Price & Value 
= Permits, Licenses & Insurances 
= Availability & Exclusivity 
 
Of all the venues in Sydney, only a few pass the tough criteria to be eligible for the Prom Night Programme. It’s no 
wonder that they’re also the most desired formal venues in the city. Almost all of them are only available through 
Prom Night Events, which means you can’t book them any other way. 
 
Once your formal is booked at a Prom Night registered venue, all of the items on the list above can be ticked 
straight away. 
 
Some “Non-Prom Night” venues make promises they don’t put in writing, just to get your booking. Then unpleasant       
surprises take place on the night when it’s too late to do anything about it. Unlike such other venues, here’s a list of 
the things that we work very hard to ensure at every Prom Night venue… 

 
= That you won’t have to share any function space or service staff with any 

other event taking place at the same time 
= That you will receive precisely the menu items that you requested 
= That your formal will be placed in the original function room you booked 
= That your formal will run for the precise times that you agreed to 
= That every inclusion that was promised is delivered as it was promised 
= That your agreed guest minimums and ticket price will never change 
= That you will never have to pay a bond or a damage security payment 
= That every worker at your formal is checked by Police to be fit & proper 
= That your formal will be covered by Millions worth of Insurances 
= That your venue has all the proper licenses & permits in place 
= That a member of the Planning Team that helped to structure your whole    

formal experience is actually there to make sure it goes to plan 
 

When you arrive on site at a Prom Night Venue on the night of your formal, it’s 
our job to work with the venue to make sure that you have nothing more to do 
except sit back and enjoy the evening with your friends. 

 
Only the most desired venues in the city are capable of  
delivering the uncompromising standards we demand.  

 
That’s why they’re our venues. No other reason. 

 

 

Selecting the right Venue 
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